**Myth:** ‘New’ Farmland is From Already Tilled Acres

**Fact:**

It’s no secret we are gaining “new” corn and soybean acres every year. The conventional wisdom is that those acres are land that has already been tilled in the recent past, so that in effect we’re simply switching around cropped real estate. But a recent study out of the University of Wisconsin makes it clear we are plowing new land that was previously in grass or other perennial plant systems, and government policy is playing a big role in that conversion.

The study, which was published April 2 in the journal *Environmental Research Letters*, used high resolution satellite data to track how much new cropland we gained in the U.S. between 2008 and 2012, the time period immediately following the passage of the federal Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS), which accelerated the demand for corn-based ethanol and other biofuels. Among other things, the researchers wanted to determine if demand for crops like corn fueled the conversion of previously uncultivated acres.

They found that nationwide, over 7.3 million acres of previously uncultivated land was converted to crops during the study period. Seventy-seven percent of that new cropland came at the expense of grassland—native prairie, pasture and hay ground. Corn was the number one choice for planting on newly broken ground, followed by wheat and soybeans.

About 250,000 acres of uncultivated Minnesota land was converted to row crops during the study period, according to *Minnesota Public Radio*. Most of those acres were former grasslands, but 25,000 acres had been in wetlands—more than any other state. In addition, 13,000 acres of Minnesota forests transitioned to crops during the study period, which ranks this state second nationally in that category. The perimeters of Minnesota’s North Woods saw a cropland expansion of more than 100 percent.

The satellite imagery examined by the UW researchers shows the Renewable Fuel Standard’s promised goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions is on rocky ground. According to the law that created the RFS, biofuels may only be sourced from land that was cleared or cultivated prior to December 2007. That requirement is a recognition that the environmental benefits of biofuels can be quickly wiped out by releasing carbon into the atmosphere to produce corn and other crops to feed energy factories. But the study shows that nationwide 3.5 million acres of corn and soybeans growing from 2008 to 2012 were on new, rather than pre-existing, cropland, which would make them potentially ineligible for producing biofuels under RFS.

Carbon emissions produced from corn and soybeans planted on recently tilled land would be equivalent to a year’s carbon dioxide release from 34 coal-fired power plants, or 28 million cars, according to the UW study. Given that major impact, the researchers conclude that stricter enforcement of rules around expanding cropland for biofuels production is needed.

The researchers also call out another federal program—crop insurance—as in need of modification in order to stem the tide of land conversion. By providing generous subsidies for insurance premiums, the program removes much of the risk of farming land that would normally be considered too marginal to produce a profitable yield. When federally subsidized crop insurance was greatly expanded in the 2014 Farm Bill, it had a “sodsaver” provision attached to it that limits insurance premium subsidies on acres converted from native sod after January 2014.

Unfortunately, that rule only applies to six states—Minnesota, Iowa, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota. These states accounted for 36 percent of the documented crop-land expansion on previously unbroken land from 2008 to 2012. That leaves a whole lot of farmers in a whole lot of states who can break new ground and still receive the full benefits of crop insurance premium subsidies. And the sodsaver provision does not prevent conversions of forests or other native ecosystems, which has greatly benefited agribusiness giant R.D. Offutt Corporation’s efforts to convert timber to potatoes in Minnesota.

According to the *Environmental Research Letters* paper, during the study period, “…total marginal cropland area expanded at twice the rate of cropland on well suited soil.”

Losing marginal land also means eroding our base of opportunity for beginning farmers. Historically, marginal land has often been more affordable, providing new farmers with a relatively low-cost entry into agriculture. Many a pasture-based livestock operation was started on land otherwise not suitable to raise row crops on. As the Land Stewardship Project’s recent series of white papers show, by inflating the price of land, crop insurance has helped put such acreage out of the price range of farmers who are just getting started or otherwise don’t have access to large financial resources.

One thing has changed since 2012: prices for commodities like corn and soybeans have taken a major tumble, and high crop prices certainly played a factor in the big plow up. But the mechanics of another major factor in all that acreage conversion—crop insurance—are the same. In fact, with the major expansion of crop insurance in the last Farm Bill, it is certain to play an even bigger role in incentivizing the tilling of marginal land. Expanding sodsaver to more states may help save soil, but it’s not the ultimate answer, particularly for beginning farmers.

**More Information**


• LSP’s special series of white papers on crop insurance are available at [www.landstewardshipproject.org/organizingforchange/cropinsurance](http://www.landstewardshipproject.org/organizingforchange/cropinsurance), or by contacting LSP’s Mark Schultz at 612-722-6377.